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Register Today

Barack Ferrazzano is one of the sponsors of the 2019 Luxury Law New York
Summit, to be held on November 13, 2019. The Luxury Law Summit returns
to New York following a critically acclaimed inaugural launch in 2018. At a
time when geopolitics creates unprecedented instability, consumers’
understanding and definition of “luxury” compels luxury businesses to
innovate, and technology continues to drive change, the 2019 summit will
offer essential insights into developing opportunities and challenges for
luxury brands.

One of the most prestigious gatherings in the luxury calendar, this year’s
summit will combine the most exciting developments in the luxury
marketplace with a business and legal perspective on how luxury continues
to expand, grow, and deal with challenges on the horizon.

The summit will provide global updates including the latest on China and
the world of luxury, Latin American, Middle Eastern, and European –
including Brexit – insights and new and emerging markets. Highlights
include: exploring key issues for today's premier brands; examining the fast-
developing luxury clothes rental sector and the impact of technology; and
discussing the premium brand journey from creation to acquisition with
notable luxury industry leaders and counsel.

Additional Topics Include:  

● Aviation & Travel

● Protecting Your Business in Canada & the U.S.

● Data & Privacy Issues
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● Trade Talk

● Technology Talk

● Antitrust & Competition Strategies

● Sustainability & Brand Protection

Join Corporate & Securities Group and Luxury Group chair Daniel L.
Dominguez, Intellectual Property Group co-chair Scott J. Slavick, and
partners Andrew R. Grossmann and Maile Hitomi Solís who will be in
attendance.

To register and learn more about the summit, visit: https://
luxurylawsummit.com/new-york

About The Luxury Law Summit
The Luxury Law Summit is one of the various premium events produced for
the legal sector by The Global Legal Post, the world’s fastest growing legal
news and views digest. For over 25 years the award-winning team of The
Global Legal Post has published, created, run, or organized many of the top
magazine, websites, and events in the legal marketplace. The Luxury Law
Summit is the must-attend event for general counsel and in-house legal
teams working in the luxury sector, bringing together essential designers
and hospitality leaders with the sharpest legal minds supporting the luxury
industry.

To learn more, visit: https://luxurylawsummit.com/about-the-organisers
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